
Protecting Vernal Pools: First Step 
Finding them all 

• Certified Vernal Pools 

• Potential Vernal Pools 

• Site visits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First steps: finding vernal pools. Vernal pools are not handled the way that other wetlands are; the proponent isn’t required to identify vernal pools (if not certified prior). It’s often up to the Commission to ask the question and evaluate whether vernal pools exist on a parcel.



Map of CVPs in  
Massachusetts 

ca 7500 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First step, looking for CVPs. Certified pools are a great resource – they help you know when there are vernal pools on a project site. The number of CVPs is always growing, but it’s an incomplete dataset. There are biases as well: concentrated where people have taken an interest; concentrated on public land; located on parcels that were undergoing development. CVPs are a good starting point for defining the universe of vernal pools, but only a starting point.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any filing with the Conservation Commission must be checked against the NHESP map, which includes CVPs, to see if a copy must be filed with the state, so this is an obvious opportunity to see if there is a CVP.



Map of PVPs in 
Massachusetts 

N~30,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PVPs are a great dataset showing locations of vernal pools that could be identified from aerial photographs (MassGIS data). There are many more PVPs than CVPs, but this is still not the complete universe.



Vernal pools may be 
protected even if they 

are not certified. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important: certification is not necessary for protection of vernal pools under WPA and many local by-laws. The Issuing Authority has the discretion to protect function values present in a jurisdictional wetland for which there is no presumption of significance (310 CMR 10.53).



Commission’s Discretionary Authority 
 
10.53: General Provisions 
 
(1) If the issuing authority determines that a resource area 

is significant to an interest (ie, a functional value) 
identified in [the Act] for which no presumption is 
stated … the issuing authority shall impose such 
conditions as are necessary to contribute to the 
protection of such interests. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discretionary authority at 10.53 gives the issuing authority the ability to protect a functional value that a wetland is providing even when there’s no presumption for that value – the prime example here is land subject to flooding that is functioning as vernal pool habitat, where there is no certified vernal pool.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cons coms are out on site reviewing whether or not all resource areas are correctly identified, same goes for vernal pools. The question that commissions need to be asking is: “among the jurisdictional wetland resources on this site, are there any that provide vernal pool habitat function?” After reviewing CVPs, PVPs, and a site visit, a fairly complete inventory of vernal pools should exist for a property.



Protecting Massachusetts Vernal Pools 
 

Understanding Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the universe of vernal pools is established by looking at CVPs, PVPs, and site walks, we have to go on to figuring out what the WPA allows. The interplay of wetland jurisdiction and vernal pool function can be tricky to understand.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bordering vegetated wetland 

Land under water 

Land subject to tidal action 

Land subject to coastal storm flowage 

Land subject to flooding 

Riverfront area 

Wetland Types 
10.02: Statement of Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vernal pools are not a wetland type! Therefore, just because we’ve found a vernal pool does not mean that the Cons Com has jurisdiction over it. Even a Certified Vernal Pool does not necessarily come under the jurisdiction of the Act.



Vernal pools are not a wetland type; 

they are not necessarily protected by the 
Wetlands Protection Act. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vernal pool function does not mean there is jurisdiction, and vice-versa.



Plants important to wildlife for food 

Standing Dead Trees 

Tree Cavities 

Depressions that may serve as vernal pools 

Sphagnum hummocks or mats... 

Vernal Pools are Important Habitat Features 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does the WPA approach vernal pools? Similar to a standing dead tree: if it’s in jurisdictional wetland, the wildlife habitat value of the “important habitat feature” is protected. If the standing dead tree is on a hilltop, while it still has wildlife habitat value, the WPA is irrelevant. Vernal pool habitat is dealt with in the same way.



Vernal pools… 

…may have inlets or outlets; 

may be any size; 

may occur in any type of wetland. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we see vernal pool as “an important wildlife habitat feature” present in some wetlands (or sometimes in “not wetland”), we can see that the regulations actually say nothing about size, presence of inlets/outlets, or type of wetland they’re found in. Can vernal pools occur in BVWs? Sure; we see this all the time. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bordering vegetated wetland 

Land under water 

Land subject to tidal action 

Land subject to coastal storm flowage 

Land subject to flooding 

Riverfront area 

Wetland Types 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take the example of a very small vernal pool. Fairy shrimp, wood frogs, holds water in the spring for 2 months, free of fish. Could easily be certified – meets the criteria. The question is, is it protected by the Wetlands Protection Act? This particular pool is completely isolated, so if it were jurisdictional, it would be an Isolated Land Subject to Flooding. The regulations define ILSF as an isolated basin that contains at least a quarter acre-feet of water to an average depth of 6 inches at least once a year.



Isolated Land Subject to Flooding definition 
10.57(2)(b)1: 

• An isolated/closed basin … that confines 
standing water at least once a year to a 
volume of at least ¼-acre-feet (10,000 cubic 
feet) and an average depth of six inches. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vernal pools are not a wetland type! Therefore, just because we’ve found a vernal pool does not mean that the Cons Com has jurisdiction over it. Even a Certified Vernal Pool does not necessarily come under the jurisdiction of the Act.



ca 20’ x 25’, ave. depth ca 2’ 

Volume approx 800 cu ft 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This particular pool is approximately 2’ average depth, and is about 20 by 25 feet across. Volume is approximate 800 cu feet (using volume of a spherical cap formula), which is way below the jurisdictional threshold for ILSF. So, even if certified this is not protected under WPA. As a CVP, it would receive protection under the MA Surface Water Quality Standards, Title 5, and Forest Cutting Practices Act regulations, however.



ca 150’ across, max depth ca 6’ 

Volume approx 53,000 cu ft 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take the case of a very large pool with frogs, salamanders, fairy shrimp, etc. In this example, assume it’s not certified, but clearly a jurisdictional ILSF, clocking in at over 50,000 cubic feet. What does the WPA say about it? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a hypothetical small subdivision proposal showing three houses and a shared drive on a lot with an ILSF and BVW/buffer zone identified.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the NHESP Atlas map is checked, it turns out that there are three Certified Vernal Pools on the property.



Vernal pools… 

…do not have a 100-foot 
buffer or no-touch zone. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to note that the regulations do not establishment of a 100-foot no touch zone, or regulate any activity outside of a jurisdictional wetland. Jurisdiction over wetlands stops at the boundary of the wetland, and that has important implications for reviewing a project around vernal pools.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In determining the jurisdictional “Vernal Pool Habitat” for this site, we are constrained to only vernal pools that occur in a jurisdictional wetland plus up to 100 feet from the mean annual boundary, to the extent that such habitat is within the jurisdiction of the Act (quoted from 310 CMR 10.04). VP2 is a non-jurisdictional wetland, so it is not protected under the Wetlands Protection Act at all. VP1 and 3 are both situated within a jurisdictional wetland, so we draw a 100-ft radius circle around it, and then we find that portion of the circle that is within the jurisdiction of the Act:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide show the protected Vernal Pool Habitat on the project site. 



Performance Standards 

Bordering Land Subject to Flooding, 10.57(4)(a)3: 
 “…altering vernal pool habitat may be permitted 

if it will have no adverse effects on wildlife 
habitat, as determined by [a wildlife habitat 
evaluation].” 

Isolated Land Subject to Flooding, 10.57(4)(b): 
 “A project shall not result in an impairment of 

[the wetland’s] capacity to provide wildlife 
habitat…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance standards for work in vernal pools only occur at Land Subject to Flooding and Riverfront Area, but be aware that these performance standards can be used to permit work in vernal pools when they occur in any jurisdictional wetland type (see Foxboro v. JanCo, 1997). The standard is fairly strong; it is very difficult to get to “no adverse impact” when working in a vernal pool. The Wildlife Habitat Evaluation handbook is clear on this point.



There is NO THRESHOLD for impacts to 
vernal pools in Land Subject to 
Flooding; 

 
A Wildlife Habitat Evaluation, Appendix 

B, is ALWAYS required for projects 
proposing alteration of vernal pools. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike thresholds for work in BVW (alter up to 5000 square feet or 10% without restriction), there is no threshold for work proposed within the boundaries of a vernal pool, or up to 100 feet from that boundary. See the next slides for important caveat about that last bit.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One common criticism of the WPA in regard to vernal pools is the fact that we do not protect the upland, terrestrial habitat surrounding vernal pools where vernal pool dependent animals live. The exception to this is when vernal pools occur in Riverfront Area. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pool size is of no consequence when they occur in the RFA



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we are not constrained to a 100 foot area around the pool for thinking about impacts to the pool.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can look at the wildlife habitat value of the entire 200-foot Riverfront Area in regulating projects in this resource area.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vernal pools are often found in terrestrial areas, including Riverfront Areas, which are jurisdictional under the Wetlands Protection Act. This is the one scenario where we can protect the important wildlife habitat value of the upland area surrounding a vernal pool, to the extent that it’s in the RFA. The red line represents a hypothetical “preferred upland habitat” for the wildlife that depend on the vernal pool. The purple area is that portion of the preferred upland habitat that falls within the RFA, and which is protected by the Wetlands Protection Act.



Performance Standards 

Riverfront Area, 10.58(4)(b): 
 “No project may be permitted…which will have 

any adverse effect on vernal pool habitat 
certified prior to the filing of a Notice of Intent.” 

Riverfront Area, 10.58(4)(d): 
 “Work shall not result in an impairment of the 

capacity to provide vernal pool habitat 
identified…but not yet certified.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The performance standards at Riverfront Area is the only place in the Regulations that makes a distinction between pools that are certified prior to the filing of an NOI. They are stronger for certified pools versus pools that are not certified at the time of the filing.



Wetland Project Review 

• Establish jurisdiction 

• Determine vernal pool habitat function 

• Set a boundary for the vernal pool 

• Evaluate impacts of the project proposal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wetland permit review process (relative to vernal pools). The first two steps are independent and interchangeable, meaning that one can happen before the other and the outcome, for purposes of project review, are the same.



Evaluating project impacts 

• What species are or could be present 

• What are the habitat functions being 
provided by the wetland? 

• What are the wetland’s characteristics that 
support the wildlife habitat functions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As far as the Wetlands Protection Act is concerned, animals are: mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians, and state-listed vertebrates. Therefore, in evaluating project impacts on wildlife, these are the only taxa that should be part of the discussion.



Wildlife habitat values of vernal pools 

• Breeding 

• Feeding 

• Migration 

• Shelter 

• Overwintering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the statutorily defined wildlife habitat values of wetlands. Each is provided by vernal pools, but the functions served are based on the animals that are or may be present, and also the habitat characteristics of the pool itself (see the next slide). For the purposes of establishing a defensible review of a project, the wildlife that are or are expected to be present should be determined, and the functional habitat values of a vernal pool (or any wetland) should also be enumerated.



Physical characteristics that provide wildlife 
habitat values 

• Topography 

• Soil structure 

• Plant community composition and 
structure 

• Hydrologic regime 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is the physical characteristics of the wetland that provide the important wildlife habitat values that the Act protects. These should be specified and enumerated; it is these that the Wetlands Protection Act is concerned with protecting, as it is these that create the wildlife habitat value that the Act protects.



Improving Vernal Pool Protection 
Wetland Protection Bylaw 

• Protect any vernal pool 

• Presume wildlife habitat in isolated wetlands 

• Regulate an upland resource area around vernal 
pools, as with Riverfront Area; see Sudbury bylaw 

• Use US ACOE MA Programmatic General Permit 
as a model for setbacks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improving vernal pool protection – the home-rule bylaw is a good way to go beyond the Wetlands Protection Act baseline.



100 feet: Vernal Pool Envelope 

Critical Terrestrial Habitat 

750 feet 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the zones recognized in the ACOE General Permit.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to avoid this wherever we can.



Improving Vernal Pool Protection 
Minimize the Impact Footprint 

• Open Space Residential Development 
Conservation Design for Subdivisions by Randall Arendt 

• Natural Resources Protection Zoning Model Bylaw 
www.mass.gov 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the more important goals of bylaws should be to minimize the impact footprint of development.



Better Subdivision 
Design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a project in Wareham MA. A large parcel proposed for subdivision.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are wetlands, vernal pools, and forest.



17 Lots 
2875’ of road 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposal initially came in with standard subdivision plan, which would have obliterated the entire site.



20 Lots 
1400’ of road 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After working with the local commission, NHESP, and proponent arrived at a solution that had a much lower impact, higher number of units, half the roadway, etc.



Improving Vernal Pool Protection 
Minimizing Secondary Impacts 

• Invasive species monitoring and control 

• Prevention of dumping 

• Silt fence removal 

• Mitigating road-related impediments to animal 
movement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After minimizing impact footprint, we want to minimize secondary impacts.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purple loosestrife is a commonly occurring invasive exotic species that affects many wetlands, including vernal pools, following development.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preventing trash dumping



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Silt fencing is important for protecting wetlands during construction, but it is very effective at stopping animals from moving about the landscape. After work is completed, silt fencing must be removed.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roads take a heavy toll on wildlife, so reducing lane miles is a key step in minimizing development impacts. Road crossing structures, in some circumstances, are appropriate to consider.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work with local boards to get away from the vertical granite curbing requirements. They are very effective at keeping animals in the road bed, leading to mortality. If curbing must be this variety, try to get wildlife curb cuts installed every 100 feet or so, just to give animals that are trapped in the road the chance of escaping.



Useful Resources 
Vernal Pool Association:  www.vernalpool.org 

US ACOE Mass Gen. Permit:  http://www.nae.usace.army.mil/ 

MA Bylaws list (ca 2006) www.maccweb.org 
 Sudbury Bylaw:  www.sudbury.ma.us 
 Attleboro Bylaw: www.cityofattleboro.us 

NRP Zoning bylaw model: www.mass.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks. Resources to be aware of.
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